
* Funding information as reported to the Financial Tracking Service (FTS). This 
may not accurately represent all funds actually attribuded to each sector or 
country of the RMRP response, as unearmarked funds from donors may not 
be reported to FTS with a sector or country designation at the time of receipt 
by RMRP partners. More information about the RMRP 2022 funding here. 

** This includes RMRP appealing partners that are also implementing activities, 
as well as implementing partners that are not appealing partners. For this 
reason, it is recommended to quote partner figures separately and not sum 
the number of partners, as this would double-count implementing partners 
that are also reporting activities.
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POPULATION TARGETED AND REACHED, FINANCIAL REQUIREMENT AND FUNDING

41.3%
PEOPLE 
IN NEED

PEOPLE 
TARGETED

PEOPLE 
REACHED

481.3 K 158.6 K 65.5 K

18.7%
TOTAL 
REQUIREMENTS

BUDGET 
RECEIVED* UNMET*

$ 59.47 M $ 11.15 M $ 48.33 M

REPORTING 
PARTNERS DONORS

14

IMPLEMENTING 
PARTNERS**

18 7

SECTOR % %

EDUCATION 5.7 K 3.6 K 63.7% $ 1.91 M - -

FOOD SECURITY 50.6 K 21.5 K 42.5% $ 3.57 M $ 594.5 K 16.6%

HEALTH 5.9 K 5.3 K 90.4% $ 2.82 M $ 49.7 K 1.8%

HUMANITARIAN TRANSPORTATION 300 52 17.3% $ 150.0 K $ 142.1 K 94.7%

INTEGRATION 47.3 K 3.8 K 8.1% $ 12.06 M $ 126.8 K 1.1%

NUTRITION - 428 - - - -

PROTECTION 40.1 K 51.3 K 128.1% $ 10.80 M $ 2.50 M 23.2%

CHILD PROTECTION 540 2.0 K 365.0% $ 363.9 K $ 56.8 K 15.6%

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE (GVB) - 374 - $ 280.0 K - -

HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND SMUGGLING 240 - - $ 455.0 K $ 12.6 K 2.8%

SHELTER 54.4 K 10.3 K 18.9% $ 7.13 M $ 957.3 K 13.4%

WASH 42.8 K 12.6 K 29.3% $ 7.50 M $ 200.8 K 2.7%

MULTIPURPOSE CASH ASSISTANCE (MPC) 50.8 K 15.0 K 29.6% $ 10.22 M $ 1.53 M 15.0%

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiZmE0MTNkNWUtYjYwOC00ZDI0LTkyYjgtMWVlYmNiMjAyNTU1IiwidCI6ImU1YzM3OTgxLTY2NjQtNDEzNC04YTBjLTY1NDNkMmFmODBiZSIsImMiOjh9&pageName=ReportSectione4e3bdbea6d35032e8f1


SITUATION
In 2022, a new government took office in Chile, with human 
mobility as one of its top priorities. The Government created 
an inter-institutional First Response Committee, under the 
leadership of the Subsecretary of Interior, and requested 
the support of the National R4V Platform to coordinate the 
response, mainly in the northern regions. The Committee is 
a key stakeholder in the implementation of actions to assist 
refugees and migrants, particularly in Colchane, a town at the 
northern border.  

The Government implemented the New Migration Law and 
measures to reinforce border control, which are expected to 
remain in effect throughout 2023. In 2022, according to the 
National Investigative Police (PDI), 53,875 Venezuelans entered 
Chile through irregular entry points, 5 per cent less than the total 
irregular entries reported in 2021. As of 31 December 2021, 
the updated figure of foreigners in the country shared by the 
Government reached 1,482,390 people (7.7 per cent of the total 
of population), 1.5 per cent more than in 2020 and an increase 
of 14.1 per cent compared to 2018. However, the approximate 
number of Venezuelans in a regular situation in Chile decreased 
from 448,000 to 444,000 between 2020 to 2021, while 
Venezuelans continue to represent over 30 per cent of the total 
foreign population in the country. 

The rise in violent crimes and the growth of international criminal 
organizations operating in the country notably increased the 
levels of xenophobia and discrimination towards Venezuelans. 
As a result, the negative perception of human mobility increased 
from 43 per cent to 67 per cent in only one year.

RESPONSE 
As a result of joint efforts by R4V partners in 2022, a total of 
65,510 refugees and migrants from Venezuela received 
assistance in Chile, reaching 41.3 per cent of the target 
population (158,567) for the year. The sectors with the greatest 
numbers of persons reached were Protection (51,331), Food 
Security (21,511), WASH (12,571) and Shelter (10,263). R4V 
partners reported Multipurpose Cash Assistance (MPC) (CVA) 
as the preferred modality of response to cover refugees' and 
migrants' priority needs, and a total of 15,045 people benefited 
from Multipurpose Cash Assistance (MPC).

R4V partners reported needing more funds to deliver an 
adequate response meeting minimum humanitarian standards, 
as only 18.7 per cent of the financial requirements (USD 11.15 
million) were received during 2022, making it a challenge to 
reach the target population. Most of these funds were allocated 
to the Food Security, Humanitarian Transportation, Protection, 
Shelter and WASH sectors, to assist refugees and migrants with 
high vulnerability and inability to cover their basic needs.

For the second consecutive year, assistance was largely 
concentrated in the northern regions, where over 66,000 people 
were reached in Arica and Parinacota and Tarapacá (along 
the borders with Peru and Bolivia). R4V partners prioritized 
urgent, frontline humanitarian needs, such as food security, 
shelter, WASH, and protection. The other geographic focus 
of the response was the Metropolitan Region, where R4V 
partners reached 36,355 beneficiaries in Santiago de Chile and 
surrounding areas.

The support of the R4V National Platform in Chile to the First 
Response Committee marked a milestone in 2022. R4V 
partners contributed to the design and establishment of two 
transit centres (Colchane and Lobito) in the Tarapacá region, 
which is the main entry point for refugees and migrants arriving 
to Chile. The provision of humanitarian services included 
shelter (126 Refugee Housing Units), WASH (20 showers, 27 
chemical toilets, and hydration points), health (medical care 
and psychosocial support) and GBV protection (breastfeeding 
room). R4V partners also supported refugees and migrants with 
exit plans out of the transit centres.

In 2022, the R4V National Platform in Chile conducted inter-
agency missions to the main regions in the country hosting 
refugees and migrants from Venezuela. These missions built 
alliances with local and regional actors to advocate for the 
integration and social cohesion of refugees and migrants from 
Venezuela and provide technical support for data collection 
and statistical information. Finally, to strengthen institutional 
response capacity, the R4V National Platform conducted a 
workshop on shelter management for R4V partners and staff of 
the Colchane and Lobito transit centres.

LESSONS LEARNED
In 2023, the R4V National Platform will continue strengthening 
work with the authorities through the empowerment of the 
R4V platform sectors. It is expected that this will improve R4V 
coordination efforts with the different governmental entities 
at national and local levels, allowing the National Platform 
to strengthen the operational response and articulation with 
different stakeholders.
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https://www.gob.cl/noticias/gabriel-boric-asume-como-nuevo-presidente-de-chile/
https://serviciomigraciones.cl/gobierno-lanza-consejo-interministerial-para-la-politica-migratoria-de-estado-con-amplia-convocatoria-parlamentaria-y-de-la-sociedad-civil/
https://digital.elmercurio.com/2023/01/15/C/4K47NV17/light?gt=040001
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